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Pensotti’s DK2 Series Boiler
Pensotti’s DK2 Series of high efficiency cast iron European style boilers combines the time tested three pass system with technological advances and one of the industry’s highest AFUE ratings. DK2 boilers are available with Riello or Carlin burners. The DK2 boiler, in combination with our Distinctive Designer Steel Panel Radiators, makes for a highly efficient, economical heating system. Compare the high efficiency Energy Star Rated DK2 to any boiler on the market and you’ll find that dollar for dollar, feature for feature, satisfied customer for satisfied customer, we remain America’s Best Heating Value. Granby Industries. GranbyIndustries.com; 207-942-3636.

Buying or Selling a Business? Call Oilheat Associates First
Whether you want to sell your company now or next year, you need to prepare now to achieve your company’s maximum value. Oilheat Associates will help you prepare. Oilheat Associates has a track record of successful transactions that provided the seller with a favorable outcome; often beyond that which was expected. Outcomes like that don’t just happen, it takes expert strategic planning. Let Oilheat Associates’ team of experts guide you to reaping the maximum rewards you have earned through so many years of hard work. 516-679-4686 • oilheatassociates.com • propaneassociates.com

Allanson’s Industrial Gas Ignitors
Looking for an Industrial Gas Ignitor? Allanson’s 2260 series of Industrial Gas Ignitors are in stock and ready to ship. Versatile and light-weight, the 2260 Ignitors are available in both 120 and 230 volt options. With four different types to choose from, it will make installation quick and effortless for any application. Order your energy efficient 2260 Ignitors today! Allanson, your trusted experts of quality ignitors and transformers for over 90 years. Visit us at www.allanson.com.

For Every Fuel System Problem
...An FPPF SOLUTION
Treating a fuel operated system involves much more than pouring an additive into a tank. Our “Preventative Maintenance Program” is a necessity whether you are operating/storing fuel for your heating system or motor vehicle. Proper maintenance:
• PROTECTS year round
• PREVENTS fuel line freeze-ups
• CONTROLS waxing & gelling
• DISPERSES water in heating oil & kerosene
• PREVENTS corrosion in the entire fuel system
• ALSO AVAILABLE in 1 gal & 55 gallon drum
FPPF additives are your energy assistance programs in a bottle.
mstewart@fppf.com • www.fppf.com

Measure, Analyze and Manage Readings With the DC710C1 Combustion Analyzer from TPI
Analyze combustion efficiency with the TPI DC710C1, your smart phone, & free TPI app. With the DC710 at the stack, you can remain at controls with your phone and have a report ready to submit to your client. Reports include GPS location, and time/date stamp— invaluable for providing proof of readings and saving time. Calculate CO₂, CO Air Free, Excess Air, and Efficiency. Bluetooth, USB input, magnet and hook mounting, rechargeable battery, probes, and case.
DC710C1 $449.95 Suggested Trade. • www.testproductsintl.com.

Ecestyle Steel Panel Radiators from QHT
Ecestyle Radiant Panels with their decorative sides and grills, beautiful enamel finishes and rounded edges, supply exceptional radiant heat with style. Ecestyle Panels with their integrated thermostatic valve, clamp mounting brackets, and bottom connections are easy to install and operate. Ecestyle radiant and convective heat panels are the perfect compliment to standard efficiency and condensing boilers.
QHT, Inc., 800-501-7697 • www.ecostyle.us
Ultra-low Sulfur Heating Oil?
Corrosion? Microbes? Moisture?
Your customers should know that you provide superior fuel, enhanced with UltraGuard—and we make it easy! Simply contact us to order your FREE marketing tools—brochures, truck decals and tank labels—and set your company apart.
732-929-1964
FuelManagementServices.com

Oventrop “R-Tronic” Wireless Thermostatic Radiator Control
The Oventrop “R-Tronic” wireless thermostatic radiator control, controls up to three separate operators. It is daily and weekly programmable in either Fahrenheit or Celsius. Both the thermostat and the operator have a battery life of up to two years. The operators are available with universal mounting connections and do not require any tools for installation. Visit oventrop-us.com.

Wohler USA’s NEW A 450 Flue Gas Analyzer
An affordably priced flue gas analyzer with rugged yet compact housing, a touch screen monitor and advanced sensor technology. Provides the flexibility needed for applications such as checking furnace efficiency, boiler tuning, and water heater checks. The Wohler A 450 also offers transmission of all measurement data to a mobile device (smart-phones, tablets by Android and iOS) per Wireless LAN. These devices can then display the measurements as numerical values or as a graph in the Wohler A 450 app, and provides the option of reading measurements already taken and also the ability to take new measurements.
Wohler USA, Inc., Danvers, MA • WohlerUSA.com

Enhance Performance of Ductless Heating/Cooling, PTAC & Stoves/Fireplaces
Ultra quiet, AireShare™ Room-to-Room & Level-to-Level transfer fans distribute heated/cooled air through interior walls/floors to uncomfortable rooms. Move air to rooms not directly served by ductless heating/cooling, split system, PTAC & window A/C. Great for electric baseboard, stoves & fireplaces. Move air up or down for application flexibility. Destratify stagnant air & improve ventilation rates inside homes, condos & hotel rooms for greater comfort. Hardware and Plug-in models. Tjemlund Products, Inc., 800-255-4208 • tjemlund.com

Williamson Centennial High Boy & Low Boy Oil Furnaces
Built with an industry leading 10-gauge primary heat exchanger for durable, quiet performance expected by homeowners. Designed for easy installation, the Centennial includes an A/C fan center and factory-wired plug-in burner connections. The preformed slide-out combustion chamber, dual spring-loaded clean-out ports, with observation opening, and test port, make inspection and service fast and easy. Direct fit cased cooling coils are available for all Centennial oil furnace models. 800-736-2378 • williamson-thermoflo.com

Ascent™ Plus Combi Oil Boiler 91.3 AFUE Polypropylene Vent (Sidewall and Chimney) & No Tank
Non-condensing boiler that builds on the Ascent Combi benefits, with higher efficiency and polypropylene venting. A great replacement option for tankless coil oil boilers and most gas wall hung boilers (90.3 AFUE), with no complexity or parts support issues. Lifetime limited warranty – see actual warranty for details. To double your savings or for installations that already have a hot water tank or have multiple zones, consider upgrading to the System 2000 Frontier, 90+ Resolve™, Resolve™ RT or Accel CS™.
Visit www.energykinetics.com or call us today! (800) 861-0930

Wohler USA’s NEW A 450 Flue Gas Analyzer
An affordably priced flue gas analyzer with rugged yet compact housing, a touch screen monitor and advanced sensor technology. Provides the flexibility needed for applications such as checking furnace efficiency, boiler tuning, and water heater checks. The Wohler A 450 also offers transmission of all measurement data to a mobile device (smart-phones, tablets by Android and iOS) per Wireless LAN. These devices can then display the measurements as numerical values or as a graph in the Wohler A 450 app, and provides the option of reading measurements already taken and also the ability to take new measurements.
Wohler USA, Inc., Danvers, MA • WohlerUSA.com

ADD Systems: Your One-Stop Software Solution
ADD Systems software is designed for the fuel oil and propane industries. Our one-stop solution includes A/R, dispatching and mobile delivery and service, wholesale inventory, BI reporting & more. Operational efficiency gains are matched by customer engagement opportunities via on-demand and automatic text/email. ADD’s continuously evolving solutions come from a partnership with our clients and a commitment to the success of 20,000+ users. Start maximizing your efficiency and profitability today. Visit addsys.com or call 800-922-0972.
Roth Double-Wall Oil Storage Tank
- Leak-proof and will not corrode
- Outer tank holds 110% of inner tank volume for maximum protection
- Up to 50% lighter than conventional steel tanks
- Can use for heating oil, diesel and bio fuels
- Compact, economical design
- 5 sizes available – multiple tank installation configurations
- Quality control and testing exceeds industry standards
- Up to $2 million clean-up policy

For more information, roth-america.com or call 1-888-266-7684

Thermo Products Oil and Gas Furnaces
Thermo Products offers their premium Thermo Pride brand oil and gas furnaces as well as their economy Spirit brand oil furnaces. Choose the brand that is right for you! Models available with either ECM or PSC blower motors.

For complete product details and to find a distributor, go to thermopride.com.

Purmo Fan Convectors From QHT
VIDO wall mounted, fan convectors are quiet, compact, attractive & efficient. Their high heat outputs at low flow temperatures enhance the efficiency of low mass and condensing boilers. VIDO’s controller varies fan speed based on deviation from thermostat setpoint and provides day/week setback programs. The optional cooling coils rapidly cool spaces when connected to a chilled water supply. VIDON can be quickly installed with little disruption or mess with its single piece casing.

QHT, Inc. 800-501-7697 • www.qhtinc.com

Software to Fuel Your Business
The right technology makes it easier to run your business. Cargas Energy is leading back-office software and mobile applications for fuel delivery and HVAC service companies.

Fuel Delivery • Customer Service • HVAC/Service
See the difference. CargasEnergy.com. 1.888.611.3138

Cargas Energy is leading back-office software and mobile applications for fuel delivery and HVAC service companies. 

Heating Additives & Cleaners
HOTSHOT | Enhances all-around performance & helps protect your heating system against expensive breakdowns
ARTIC FLO | Cold weather fuel flow performance additive, protects against gelling & other cold weather breakdowns
D-GELEX | Emergency fuel performance additive, relieves gelled & iced fuel & filters to get your burner firing again
BARE AIR | All-natural tea tree air purifier targets & neutralizes stench & illness-causing agents, leaving you with clean air

855-MY-EZOIL • EZOIL.com
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Phenomenal Aire™
Whole home IAQ technology. Emulating nature, Phenomenal Aire™ produces ions to act as a scrubbing agent for the air passing through an HVAC system.

Industry Leading Customer Satisfaction
Industry Leading Sales Support
Residential HVAC systems up to 6,000 cfm
Kills mold, bacteria, virus & pathogens
No harmful byproducts
No detectable ozone
Easy to install
Meets UL867 & ASHRAE 62.1 Standards
@phenomenalaire.com

The I-Con 2433 is our solution for Packaged Heating & AC systems. It improves the efficiency of both the heating & cooling functions of the RTU & includes both temperature and humidity sensing to maximize comfort and energy savings. It can be used on systems that have single stage heating and up to 2 stages of cooling. The I-Con 2433 includes our traditional, industry best, 10 year product warranty and our 10% consumption reduction guarantee.

Inteligent Control Systems • 516-340-1011 • www.ICSsaves.com

Dynamic Energy Management for Roof Top Units

Thermo Products, LLC
Thermo Products, LLC • Thermo Pride Oil & Gas Furnaces

With high cost of energy today, why not convert that one pipe steam heating system to a two pipe hot water system?
One of the options is the Oventrop single entry valve. If the steam radiators have push nipples across the top sections of the radiators then the valve will work fine. With Oventrop’s full line of direct mount or wall mount thermostats, you are able now to control the heat output of each radiator, making zoning simple in an old structure. The valves are available with either copper or PEX connections, making the installation simple. For more information on this valve or any of our many hydronic valves, please go to oventrop-us.com

Tauch-Rohr Single Pipe Radiator Valve—Converting One Pipe Steam System to Two Pipe Hot Water System With Non-electric Controls
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LECTROTRUCK Stair Climbing System
The LECTROTRUCK easily moves heavy boilers up or down steps, on or off pick-up truck beds, with the push of a button!

Design features include:
• Detachable & rechargeable battery pack
• High-torque motor
• Aircraft hardened steel drive screw
• LTA6512E = 1500 lb lift capacity
• LTA5512E = 1200 lb lift capacity
• Max lift height of 41 inches
• These are two models most preferred by installation crews.

Made in America
lectrotruck.com
920-564-6272
800-619-0625

GREMLIN Heating Oil and Propane Tank Monitors—More Than Just A Tank Monitor
GREMLIN heating oil and propane tank monitors are a complete monitoring solution supported by 27+ years of industry experience.

Benefits include:
• Reporting on all deliveries, not just monitored accounts
• Back-office integration
• Installation app for technicians
• Custom branded consumer app
• 24/7 access to marketing materials & on-demand training
• Extended battery life
• 5-minute installation

Visit GremlinMonitors.com for more information.

Oventrop “Series QV” Automatic Flow Balancing Radiator Valve
The Oventrop “Series QV” is an automatic flow balancing radiator valve. It has an adjustable flow setting range from 0.05 to 0.75 GPM. The integrated replaceable strainer enables reliable operation. An easy-to-use setting key prevents unwanted tampering with the valve setting. The “Demo-bloc” service tool facilitates complete maintenance and replacement without draining or shutdown of the system. Visit oventrop-us.com

No-Clog Dryer Duct Booster® Meets UL 705 DEDPV & IRC-2015 Requirements
Dryer Duct Booster Saves significant energy—reduces drying times 50% or more. Reduces lint build-up, dust & fire hazards by maintaining proper velocity in duct runs up to 150 equivalent feet. Features the Lint Blitzer™ material handling wheel & 5 year no-clog guarantee. 50 watt motor is not exposed to heat, lint or moisture. Includes 115 VAC cord - automatic operation. Suitable for gas and electric dryers.

Tjernlund LB2 Dryer Booster Fan
Tjernlund Products, Inc., 800-255-4208 • tjernlund.com

U.S. Boiler’s K2 Condensing Boiler
The K2 is a value-priced, high efficiency boiler that’s simple enough for quick installation and offers features found on high-end boilers. Available in six models from 80-180MBH, the K2 features a reliable stainless steel heat exchanger, 95% AFUE, 10:1 turndown, and a pre-installed high capacity pump. The K2 is equipped with the Sage2.3 control system which has factory pre-sets offering “out of the box” installation simplicity or the ability to optimize the boiler for any installation. An optional FastPipe™ connection provides ready-made primary/secondary piping, saving installation time. The K2 is manufactured in Lancaster, PA, USA and offers a free 5-year parts warranty.

More info at www.usboiler.net

Learning With NORA Has Never Been Easier
The National Oilheat Research Alliance has upgraded its online education website, Learning.NORAresearch.org. The site provides oilheat technicians access to their education accounts and tracks courses taken, certifications earned, continuing education credits and expiration dates. For managers, the site has the ability to track company-wide technician accounts. Additionally, NORA offers online video courses and CEUs. Educational organizations and schools can arrange NORA student online testing. For more information contact, info@learning.noraresearch.org

Indoor Comfort Marketing
Get current industry news and Indoor Comfort Marketing’s Showcase at IndoorComfortMarketing.com